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Agenda

• Welcome
Commissioner Letha Tawney, BOSR Chair

• Update on EIM Governance Review Committee (GRC) 
Commissioner Kristine Raper, BOSR Representative on GRC

• Market Initiatives: Resource Sufficiency Evaluation and Wheeling
Alaine Ginocchio, WIEB staff

• Next Steps and Announcements                                                                                      
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Welcome & Announcements

• Market Analyst Position filled: Woori Lee

▪ Start date: June 16, 2001

• BOSR Comments to GRC 

▪ GRC’s Straw Proposal on Delegation of Authority

• BOSR WIEB Joint Governance Workshop June 18
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GRC Update

GRC divided work into two parts

Part 1: Governance Issues 2-6 completed

Unanimously approved by Governing Body and CAISO Board

Part 2: Delegation of Authority (Issue 1) 

More time to complete
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GRC Update 
Part 1

Governance Issues Approved by Governing Body and CAISO Board:

1. Selection of Governing Body members

2. Stakeholder Engagement: modifications to Regional Issues Forum (RIF)

3. BOSR Funding: no recommendation because resolved

4. Liaisons to the BOSR: BOSR has since amended its Charter

5. Governing Body Role on Market Surveillance Committee and Department of 
Market Monitoring; Market Expert 

6. Re-evaluation of EIM Governance no later than 5 years 

7. GRC available to re-evaluate governance for EDAM 
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GRC Update 
Part 2: Delegation of Authority

• GRC Meeting with Stakeholders on May 20, 2021

• Straw Proposal on first two issues

• Scope of Joint Authority

• Process for addressing deadlocks between Board and Governing Body

• Comments due June 11 (today)

• Next Steps: Depending on nature and breadth of comments received, GRC 
will determine next steps to development of Part Two (deadline 2021)
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Update on CAISO Market 
Initiatives

• During 2020 summer heatwave, tight energy conditions were experienced across 
the West. CAISO experienced energy shortages and had rotating power outages on 
Aug. 14 and 15.

• CAISO and DMM performed analyses of the causes.

• CAISO initiated expedited initiative to develop market design changes that could 
be implemented by summer 2021.

• During stakeholder process, it became apparent a more thorough review of several 
issues would be necessary. Two of those are:

• EIM Resource Sufficiency Evaluation

• Import-export priorities and wheeling
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Update on EIM Resource 
Sufficiency Evaluation

• Resource Adequacy 

• Long-term concept: planning for needs in 5, 10, 20, years, etc.  

• Each state has its own process and regulations and NERC standards apply.

• Resource Sufficiency 

• Short term concept applied to all BAs participating in the EIM: for example, 

day, hour, minutes prior to the operating hour. 

• Ensures participants come to the market with sufficient resources to meet their 

own demand with their own resources and imports; if not, market participation 

is limited. Purpose is to prevent leaning.
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Update on EIM Resource 
Sufficiency Evaluation

• RSE includes four tests. The two key tests are: 

1. Bid Range Capacity Test (BRCT)*
Checks that each BAA has enough capacity to meet its load and other BAA obligations

2. Flexible Ramp Sufficiency Test*
Checks there is sufficient within the hour ramping capability to meet intra-hour load ramping 

needs and historical net load uncertainty

• 2020 summer heatwave: during a number of intervals in which 
CASIO was in an energy emergency, CAISO was passing the RSE

• Prior to that, stakeholders had been requesting a review of the RSE

*Applied for each hour at T-75, T-55 and T-40.
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Update on EIM Resource 
Sufficiency Evaluation

• CAISO has approval to implement limited market design changes this summer

• One of the changes: include load uncertainty within each BAA’s BRCT

• FERC approved Tariff change May 25

• CAISO plans to implement by June 15

• CAISO has initiated an initiative to comprehensively review the Resource 
Sufficiency Evaluation. Issue Paper posted on June 3.
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Update on EIM Resource 
Sufficiency Evaluation

• Explore Potential Further Improvements to the RSE

• Capacity sufficiency

• Accurately measure each BA’s supply and demand

• Reflect actual available capacity

• Ramifications for failure: provide appropriate economic incentives for BA’s to 
procure adequate resources in advance of market participation

• Restrict market participation

• Financial penalties (settlement process)

• Reviewing all four tests

• Governing Body authority
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Update on EIM Resource 
Sufficiency Evaluation

CAISO’s proposed schedule

• June 25 and 28, 2021:  Workshop on Issue paper* 

• Aug. 3, 2021:    Straw Proposal*

• Sept. 22, 2021:  Draft Final Proposal*

• Nov 2,  2021:    Final Proposal*

• Dec. 6, 2021:    EIM Governing Body meeting

• Dec. 15, 2021:   CAISO Board of Directors meeting

* Comment deadline is usually 2-3 weeks after the document is posted
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Import and Export Priorities and 
Wheeling

• How transmission is rationed during tight conditions

• BAs outside of CAISO

• Contractual arrangements 

• Firm and non-firm transmission rights

• No analog in CAISO

• CAISO uses priorities and price signals to ration transmission

• Market optimization process 

• Penalty prices are used to implement the priorities when conditions for rationing 
are triggered

• Examples of priority categories
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Import and Export Priorities and 
Wheeling

Wheeling: transfers from generating sources outside of the CAISO BAA going to 
load (sink) also outside of the CAISO BAA but traveling through the CAISO BAA.

• Transmission constraints were a key factor in the Aug. 14-15 blackouts, but 
wheel-throughs did not a play a significant role.

• CAISO is concerned about transmission congestion in summer 2022 because 
entities in the Southwest are contracting for larger amounts of energy from the 
Northwest, much of which travels on transmission paths through California.
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Import and Export Priorities and 
Wheeling

Categories used for prioritization now:

1. Wheel-throughs (self scheduled)

2. Serving load in CAISO BAA

3. Exports supported by contracted for non-RA supply

4. Other self-scheduled exports 

5. Economic exports and wheel-throughs

*Because priorities are also established in the day-ahead market this is a little more complex 

than illustrated here. There is a RUC export category in the real-time market.
**1-4 are all self schedules.
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Import and Export Priorities and 
Wheeling

• Tariff filed with FERC: Re-prioritize wheel-throughs so that wheel-
through transfers would no longer take precedence over capacity 
needed to serve CAISO native load.

• Self scheduled wheel was previously highest priority, now it is divided 
into two categories:

• “PT” Wheel will have equal priority with CAISO native load.

Must qualify for this: contract to serve load outside of CAISO BAA for the 
month, monthly firm peak transmission to CAISO border, and 45-day notice.

• “LPT” Wheel second to last priority, just above economic exports and 
economic wheels. 
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Import and Export Priorities and 
Wheeling

Status
• GB advisory opinion

• CAISO filed proposal with FERC on April 28; at least 14 protests filed.  

• Requested an order by June 27.

• If FERC approves, implement by July 15, 2021.

• FERC filing is considered a temporary solution for Summer 2021 
preparedness (sunsets on May 22, 2022). CAISO will initiate a more 
comprehensive review for a solution to supplant the changes in the filing.

• July-ish

• Key component: develop a CAISO version of firm transmission that can be 
purchased.
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Upcoming  Meetings

BOSR-WIEB Joint Governance Workshop

June 18, 2021 

10:00 -11:30 AM MT / 9:00 – 10:30 AM PT

Webinar

BOSR Monthly Update Teleconference

Second Friday of Every Month at 10:00 AM MT / 9:00 AM PT

Next Meeting: July 9, 2021, at 10:00 AM MT / 9:00 AM PT
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Information or Questions 

Letha Tawney:  letha.tawney@state.or.us

Kristine Raper: kristine.raper@puc.idaho.gov

Alaine Ginocchio: aginocchio@westernenergyboard.org
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